
SCREEN 316 – TRAQs Modify BPP Work File 
 

This screen is used for the TRAQS - TRS Reporting and Query System.   Information entered modifies payroll 

information prior to being sent to TRS.  The information entered is combined w/that from the MONPAY04 BP8503 

report to create a 10 record type Regular Payroll Detail Record.  Any entered on this screen overwrite the covered 

wages, deduct amounts, and number of days listed on your BP8503 report.  The SSN must be present on Screen 316 

in order for any change to happen when information from the BP8503 report is created for the RP file.  To prevent a 

person listed on your BP8503 report from being report to TRAQs, add the SSN but leave the covered wages, deduct 

amount, and number of days blank. 

 

After receiving Screen 316, five options are available, three of these functions alter information:  A-Add, C-Change, 

and D-Delete. 

 

1. Return to the User Table Maintenance (Menu) 

2. Inquire on the reporting period 

3. Add a new record (A) 

4. Change information on a record (C) 

5. Delete the record (D) 

 

These options are described below: 

 

1. RETURN 

 

To return to the User Table Maintenance Menu screen: 

 

* Type an E or 300 in the FUNCTION field and press the ENTER key or use the F3 function key.  Press F4 

to return to the main B/P/P menu. 

 

2. INQUIRE 
 

To inquire on a reporting period: 

 

* Type in the workstation and the reporting month and year.  Press the ENTER key. 

 

* All the employees for the workstation/reporting period are shown.   If there are no employees for the 

workstation/reporting period, a blank screen appears with the message: End of Records for Wrk Stn/Reporting 

Period.  If the screen is full, the message: Press Enter to View More Records, is shown.  Advance to the next 

group of employees by pressing Enter. 

 

3. ADD 
 

TAB to the function field and enter A and the SSN to be added.  You can do so on a row w/an existing SSN by  

typing over the SSN, or by going to a blank row to make the entry.  Once the required fields have been entered, 

press ENTER.   The message ADDED will be shown in the Action Performed column.   Press ENTER once 

again to refresh the screen and to view the newly added SSN in SSN order.  Multiple SSN’s are added by 

entering A in the function field on several rows next to new SSN’s. 

 

4. CHANGE 

 

TAB to the function field and enter C next to the SSN to be changed.  Once all the changes for the SSN are 

entered, press ENTER.  The message UPDATED is shown in the Action Performed column.  Multiple SSN’s 

are changed at one time by entering C in the function field on each row next to each SSN. 
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5. DELETE 
 

To delete a person from the BP8503 report, place an A in the function field.  Type in the SSN and leave the other 

items (deduction, covered wages, number of days) blank.   Entries entered on Screen 316 overwrite what was 

reported on the BP8503 Report.  Entries with blank or zero covered wages, deduct amounts, and number of days 

are not written to the RP File.  The SSN must be present on Screen 316 in order for any change to happen when 

information from the BP8503 report is created for the RP file. 

 

If a person was inadvertently added to screen 316, and the person does not need to be changed on the RP File, 

the SSN may be deleted by doing an inquiry and placing a D in the function field next to the SSN to be deleted.  

Once you press ENTER, the message TO  CONFIRM DELETE, ENTER ‘DE’   NO will appear.  If you 

wish to delete the SSN, enter DE and press ENTER.  The message DELETED is then displayed.  If you do not 

wish to delete, enter NO.  The message Delete canceled, record not changed is then displayed in the Action 

Performed column. 

 

 

  



Field Name Description 

A1 Screen See System Overview 

B1 Wrk Stn Valid Work Station 

B2 Reporting Mo/Year Report month and year 

C1 FUN Function Field 

A – Add 

C – Change 

D – Delete 

Blank - Inquire 

C2 SSN/UIN Valid SSN or UIN must be in BPP EMPLOYEES File# 58 

(screen 101) and their PIN must correspond with the 

workstation entered 

C3 Name Display only 

C4 Deduction  Total current month contribution.  Does not include 

adjustments.  No edit characters, 2 decimal places implied. 

C5 Cvrd Wages Total current month salary.  Does not include adjustment 

records.  No edit characters, 2 decimal places implied. 

C6 # Of Days TRS Available Workdays - TRS number of days available to 

work. 

C7 Action Performed Displays the action that was performed:  

Added 

Deleted 

Updated 

 
NOTE:  Leaving the deduction,  correct wages and TRS available workdays blank deletes the person from the RP File. 

http://www.tamus.edu/assets/files/bpp/pdf/RefManSect01(Intro).pdf

